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1 Project Description

Over the past 15 years the use of social media has
grown exponentially, rising from just 7% of American
Adults actively using social media in 2005[4] to 70%
in 2019[3].The global penetration of social media was
45% in 2019 which equates to an estimated 3.484 bil-
lion people actively using social media[3] making it a
huge part of modern culture. One of the current trend-
ing features of social media is using apps to create facial
effects from pictures, videos or live. However there are
currently only a few accurate social media applications
that create accurate cartoon stylised faces of the user.
This project aims to tackle this problem by creating
a program that intakes an image of a frontal face and
generates a cartoon stylised version. I will be using the
google cartoon set;

https://google.github.io/cartoonset/index.html

as an initial library to generate facial cartoons.
At least in the first instance, this project will take

a simple approach, in which facial components (eyes,
mouth, hair, etc) are matched to a library created from
the aforementioned data-set. This will then be used to
create an accurate cartoon representation of the face
in the photo. This face can then be stylized by com-
positing the matched facial components then refined by
deforming each component to better fit the input image.

Following instances may contain features such as;
implementing a choice from multiple libraries to allow
different cartoon and art styles to be chosen, being able
to extract facial components from more natural images
with noisier backgrounds then recreate the image in the
new style, extracting facial components from the input
image at multiple angles, etc, then refining the cartoon
facial components to fit the original image.

2 Project Aims and Objectives

1. Line Detection

• Aim: To be able to create an accurate image
of outlined facial components with minimal
noise from the input image

• Objective:

I Using a line detector, such as the Co-
herent line drawing techniques by Henry
Kang[2], a line drawing of the input im-
age can be generated

2. Facial Component Extraction

• Aim: To be able to landmark the important
facial components of the face within the im-
age (eyes, mouth, chin, etc.)

• Objective:

I Using a library, such as Dlib, that uses
machine learning algorithms the main
facial components (chin, nose, eyes, mouth
and eyebrows) can be land-marked

II Each facial component will then be ex-
tracted so that they can be matched with
library facial components

3. Hair Segmentation

• Aim: To be able to partition the hair of the
face from the rest of the input image

• Objective:

I Use a method such as Instance-level Hu-
man Parsing via Part Grouping Network[1]

mixed with the aforementioned Facial
component extraction to segment the hair
from the rest of the face.

II Find the median hair colour by creating
an organised list of all pixels within the
hair segmentation

III Save the extracted hair as a facial com-
ponent to be later matched to a library

4. Library Creation

• Aim: To be able to create a library of facial
components from a given data-set of cartoon
images

• Objective:

I One option would be to use the afore-
mentioned facial component extraction
and hair segmentation methods to ex-
tract all different facial components (eyes,
hair, eyebrows, mouth, etc.) of each im-
age and store them in separate sets.

II Using a method such as Euclidean dis-
tance, which is calculated by:

D2(j, k) =
∑

m

∑

n

F (j+m)(k+n)T (m,n)

we can calculate the similarity between
each of the facial components within the
library. Then using an appropriate thresh-
old, each of the facial components within
the set can be matched to the other fa-
cial components to discover all the uniquely
different facial components.

III Anouther option would be to manually
segment each facial component and store
them in separate sets.

5. Facial Component Matching

• Aim: To be able to match the facial compo-
nents extracted from the input image to the
most appropriate facial component from the
given library
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• Objective:

I Using a method such as SSIM (Struc-
tural Similarity Index ), which measures
the difference between two similar im-
ages we can calculate the similarity be-
tween the image facial components and
each of the facial components within the
library.

II Using thresholding and a comparison of
the calculated similarities we can deter-
mine which facial component within the
library best matches the input image fa-
cial component

6. Image Refining

• Aim: To be able to deform the chosen facial
components from the library to fit the image

• Objective:

I Using Thin Plate Spline Interpolation
(TPS ) the library component can be de-
formed to a similar shape and pose as
that of the original image facial compo-
nent

7. Performance Evaluation

• Aim: To be able to measure the performance
of the program by comparing the original im-
age to that of the newly generated cartoon
image

• Objective:

I Use a mathematical formula or method,
such as the aforementioned facial com-
ponent matching method (SSIM), to com-
pute a similarity measure of the output
compared with the input and then eval-
uate the results from this data

II Anouther option/method of data collec-
tion would be to ask a group of randomly
selected people to match faces to the
output result to see if people can still
tell which face matches which cartoon
stylised image, however this method
would require ethics (see part 4 of the
initial plan)

3 Work Plan

See Appendix: Figure 1 for Gantt chart of time plan

3.1 Program

1. Research:
I believe an appropriate amount of time for fur-
ther research would be one week as this will allow
me time to make final decisions about the meth-
ods at which to approach each aim as well as to

research new methods that i may not have read
into previously.

2. System Design:
Three days is enough for the system design as
the preliminary research will have been completed
by this point so all that will need to be done is
too align which method shall be used to approach
each aim and how the main program will run over-
all. This will also allow sometime to setup the I/O
system and the image handling.

3. Facial Component Extraction:
The Facial component extraction is one of the
largest sections of code to tackle and is required
to recognise faces in both the input image and the
library creation. It is arguably the most impor-
tant part of the code as it is the setup for both
extracting data from the input and setting up the
library. For this reason it has been assigned two
weeks and four days so that it can be first imple-
mented in a simple way then refined so that it is
as accurate as possible and resistant to noise.

4. Facial Component Matching:
Once the facial component extraction is complete,
the facial component matching maybe begun. In
theory the matching has been assigned three weeks
however this is extremely dependent on the afore-
mentioned section ”Facial Component Extraction”
so if the section is completed and refined enough
prior to 02.03.2020 the time to complete the Fa-
cial component matching section could easily be
extended. This will also allow time to test the Fa-
cial component matching and ensure the average
output is as accurate as possible.

5. Extra Libraries:
The final week will give one week to find more
open source data-sets to allow the users an option
of what art style they wish the final image to be
created in. As this is not a necessary feature but
rather an extension this section will only be cov-
ered if the previous sections have been completed
and refined.

3.2 Final Report

1. Introduction:
As this is the initial section it has been allocated
one week to complete as it will also cover the ini-
tial setup and style of the entire report. This will
also cover time to set up the support sections such
as the abstract, the glossary, acknowledgments,
etc.

2. Background:
As only one more section after the background
section does not require a completed program this
section has been assigned three weeks to complete.
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It will also allow plenty of time to cover all the pre-
liminary research that’s been completed to begin
creating the program.

3. Implementation:
Implementation should not take four weeks to com-
plete however the further sections require the com-
pletion of the program so I cannot go past this
section until that milestone is reached. This sec-
tion will be gradually written as each aim is com-
pleted within the program as it will be impossible
to write this section before parts of the program
are complete and working.

4. Results/Evaluation:
Once the program completion milestone has been
reached this section maybe started. It’s been as-
signed three weeks as it also includes the time
to collect data and create surveys if necessary.
However this time frame is the most flexible of
the final report as it is entirely dependent on the
completion of the program so if the program is
completed earlier then this section maybe started
sooner. On the other hand if there are too many
unexpected errors this could push the date this
section is started backwards meaning that there
would less time to collect data and complete the
evaluation of the results.

5. Future Work:
This section has been assigned one week as it re-
quires no further research but rather a reflection
on what could have been added to the program
had I had more time.

6. Conclusions:
Conclusions has also been assigned one week as
this will be an overall summary of the final report
and all conclusions that can be drawn from the
results. As by this point the main report will
be mostly complete this conclusion week will also
be used to make edits to the style and support
sections so that the report is well presented.

7. Reflection:
Reflection has been assigned one week, the final
week, as it requires all previous sections to be
completed. This will be reflection on what has
been learnt from both the report and the program
itself.

4 Ethics

As all data-sets used in both training and testing are
open source no ethics are required for the use of fa-
cial images. However, if i choose to collect data from
a group if people about the success of the program or
similarity of the input image compared with the output
cartoon stylised image then I will be required to meet

Cardiff University’s policy on ethics. This would involve
both me and my supervisor (Prof. Paul L Rosin) to
complete the ”Research Integrity Online Training Pro-
gramme”. I will then be required to complete a Ethical
Approval Form and send it to comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk
to be approved. Once this is completed I may be-
gin data collection and Human involvement within my
project.
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5 Appendix

Generation of facial cartoons: Time plan

List of Week Starts

03.02 10.02 17.02 24.02 02.03 09.03 16.03 23.03 30.03 06.04 13.04 20.04 27.04 04.05

Final Report

Introduction

Background

Implementation

Product Completion

Results/Evaluation

Testing Completion

Future work

Conclusions

Reflection

Program

Research

System design

Component Extraction

Library Creation

Component Matching

1st Instance Completion

Extra Libraries

Figure 1: Gantt Chart of Planned Timeframes
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